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THE MAGIC OF CHINESE THEATRE: 
THEATRE AS A RITUAL OF SACRAL TRANSMOGRIFICATION 
Margaret CHAN 
 
 
 
Introduction: 
Social and Staged dramas, entertainment and ritual; Chinese theatre and religion 
share a dialectical relationship. Ancient exorcistic rituals became dramatized to awe 
and inspire the audience of devotees. Eventually, exorcistic troupes had to compete 
among themselves to attract audiences, so that an element of entertainment came 
into ritual theatre.  
 Travelling story-tellers and drama troupes went from place to place 
entrancing their audiences with stories of gods and heroes. The actors used 
costumes, props and masks, and soon the characters from these entertaining 
theatre shows formed a cast of gods and folk heroes in the minds of the people. A 
dialectical relationship between theatrical images and religious beliefs developed. 
Performers used iconic gestures, props, costumes and make-up to portray gods, and 
in turn, their convincing portrayals reaffirmed the religious beliefs held by their 
audiences.  
 Theatre has historically been the ultimate didactic tool used by the Chinese. 
In Imperial times, the ordinary people were largely illiterate so that performance had 
priority over text. This privileging of performance over text continues through ritual 
traditions. The extent to which a Chinese audience invests a theatrical performance 
with truth has no parallel in the West. In Chinese ritual theatre, the suspension of 
disbelief that is necessary for the enjoyment of the enacted drama is taken as a leap 
of faith. The people see family and friends portraying gods and spirits, and believe 
that they are seeing the gods in the flesh. Theatre is thus a ritual of sacral 
transmogrification of a mortal performer into a spirit of the god embodied in the 
performer.  
 This paper argues that the mask, whether of wood or paper or painted on the 
face, is the instrument of transmogrification. The ritual origin of all Chinese theatre, 
including Beijing opera, is first argued by tracing the legacy of the sacred mask from 
Shang times to the present. The thesis that theatre by staging the image, is a ritual 
of sacral transmogrification is then presented. It is argued, that the image is a 
metaphysical doorway that allows sprits to enter into the mortal realm. This spirit 
power of images is on account of their double nature; for example the statue of a god, 
is both a statue and the representation of the god, it is both of the real world (a clay 
or wooden statue) and the spirit world (it is the god). In theatre, the actor is an image 
with a double nature; he is both himself (a mortal man) and not himself but the 
character and spirit-being of the god.  
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The sacral purpose of Chinese Theatre 
The idea of theatre has been debased in the secular world as entertainment put up 
by poor actors for rich patrons. But the roots of most Asian theatres lie in ritual, and 
even to this day, theatre serves a sacral purpose for many Chinese people,. 
 Few Chinese know opera as entertainment staged in city theatres such as 
the Li Yuan theatre restaurant in Beijing’s Qian Men Hotel. Here productions are 
comparable to Western counterparts on Broadway or in London’s West End, in that 
the audiences pay to be entertained by professional actors. The appreciation of 
theatre in darkened auditoriums, where audiences sit on one side of the stage, away 
from the main action of the drama, and quietly watch a show, is an aesthetic of the 
20th century borrowed from the West. Traditional Chinese theatre is a communal 
activity; noisy and celebratory. People come and go as they please during the 
duration of the show. Yu (1989: 27) even noted that it was part of the psyche of 
Chinese audiences, to want the freedom to be able to directly comment upon and 
participate in what they saw. This true communal spirit in the enjoyment of theatre is 
still evident in the performances of Chinese street opera. 
  Theatre as entertainment in China emerged largely in the Song period (宋
960-1279) which was an era of commercialization. People traveled the country doing 
business. Itinerant balladeers and story-tellers took their songs, dances and stories 
from village to village to ply their trade. Good audiences meant a successful 
livelihood, and soon theatre troupes were formed. They mesmerized their audiences 
by performing dramas peopled with larger-than-life gods and folk heroes. They used 
costumes, props and iconic gestures. Eventually the images spun by the storytellers 
began to live in the minds of the village audience and shaped for them a cast of gods 
and demons. Thus a dialectical relationship between theatrical images and religious 
beliefs developed. Performers used iconic gestures, props, costumes and make-up 
to portray gods, and in turn their convincing portrayals reaffirmed the religious beliefs 
held by their audiences. In this way mythology became a dramatic canon of popular 
Chinese religion. 
  With trade, cities grew where people gathered to do business, and here 
theatre developed a secular aspect. The royal courts provided rich patronage for the 
arts, so that village dramas grew into sophisticated theatre forms with a rich 
repertoire of dramas and performance conventions. The jewel of Chinese theatre, 
Beijing opera, was born under the aegis of the Qing court. Theatre also began to be 
performed as entertainment for rich clients and city theatres appeared in the late 
eighteenth century evolving from the teahouses to which rich clients came to be 
entertained by sing-song girls (Mackerras, 1990: 80). But here again theatre was 
interactive, with the audience commenting loudly while eating and drinking during the 
show. Western influence came to China from the late 19th century, and this 
introduced the theatre aesthetic of a hushed audience watching shows in a darkened 
auditorium divorced from the action of the theatre being performed on a lit stage. 
This theatre does not represent the true theatre of the Chinese (Hsu, 1985: 15). 
 
The true theatre of the Chinese 
The true theatre of the Chinese lies in the heart of the community, and centers on 
temple celebrations. Every temple celebration is, as it were, a drama festival, 
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bringing together the various forms of traditional Chinese theatres; street opera or 
puppets may play, and usually there will be noisy troupes of lions and dragons 
dancers. On the feast day, such as the birthday or the canonization anniversary of 
the local patron deity, the neighborhood temple will organize festivities. The god and 
his spirit friends are offered a banquet of food and theatrical shows. Temporary 
stages of plank and canvas are erected where puppet or opera actors will perform, 
usually over three days. The entertainment is primarily for the god and spirit guests, 
and secondarily only for the human audience.  
 But the magic of Chinese theatre goes even beyond shows put up as 
entertainment for the gods. I will argue that the very act of theatre - when an actor 
takes on a role - is a sacral act of transmogrification. The magic lies in theatre 
staging the image. In Chinese ritual theatre, the instance when the role is assumed, 
this is the magical moment of transmogrification of a mortal into a god. The final rite 
of theatrical change may be when the last piece of costume, say the headdress is 
worn, or when the final flourish of face paint is applied or when a mask is worn; at 
this very instance, when the actor becomes the image, the spirit of the character 
enters into the person. Thus theatre is a sacral ritual that transforms a man into a 
god. 
 The instrument of sacral transmogrification is the mask. The mask may be 
carved out of wood, molded from papier-mâché or it can be a mask that is painted on 
the face of the actor. When the actor puts on the mask, he is transformed into the 
god or spirit that he is portraying on stage. This transformation is not the usual taking 
on of a role as in Western theatre, but is the transmogrification of the mortal actor 
into the very embodiment of a god or spirit (shen 神). 
 
The mask of Prince Lanling 
Beijing opera is especially known for its intricate code of painted faces. Beijing opera 
of course is secular art, but its origin lies in ritual. One of the explanations for the 
origins of the painted face is that face painting developed from the masks used in a 
Tang dynasty (唐 618-907) dance called Lanling wang (Prince Lanling) which 
depicted how Gao Changgong 高长恭, Prince of Lanling 兰陵王 of the Northern Qi 
Dynasty (AD 550-577) wore masks into battle. Apparently, the Prince was a valiant 
soldier, but he had a handsome face with features as delicate as a woman’s. The 
Prince had to fight wearing fearsome masks in order to strike fear in the enemy.  
 An alternative explanation for the origin of the mask in Chinese theatre takes 
the development of the masked performer to earlier ritual roots. 
 Shang dynasty (商 1600-1100 BC) jia gu wen (甲骨文) oracle-writing on 
bones and tortoise shells had a character倛 (qi) which is said to represent an 
exorcist wearing a mask (Huangpu, 1989: 118). The radical on the left 亻, which we 
now know as the “ren”, or “man” radical, was said to have been the ideograph for a 
spear, and the second radical 其, qi, was said to represent a man wearing a mask 
which had the twin horns of a beast. The masked performer in ancient rituals was an 
exorcist which connects it with the Lanling performance, once more it is suggested 
that the fearsome-look mask scared away evil spirits.    
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The Nuo masked exorcist 
In the China Culture (2003) website of the Ministry of Culture, PRC, a direct link was 
made between the倛 (qi) masked exorcist and the ancient Nuo (傩) ceremony. 
According to China Culture, the Nuo sacrifice or Nuo ceremony was a magical ritual 
to expel evil spirits and demons of pestilence. The name apparently derived from 
shouts of "nuo, nuo" which were said were said to drive away evil.  
 Tang (1982: 60) writes of ancient masked dancers who would lead funeral 
processions, exorcising evil before them.  The masks were then placed next to the 
dead to keep demons away. Later, “tomb-keepers” in the form of masked straw 
effigies, were buried with the dead. By the Zhou dynasty (周, 1027-221 BC?) these 
mortuary figurines were made as wooden puppets that were performed at the head 
of funeral processions. The puppets were believed to clear the way before them of 
ghosts and demons. The puppets were then buried with the deceased in the belief 
that the puppets would animate in the after-world and serve as servants to the 
deceased.  
 
Fang-xiang-shi 
In time, the masked dancer and the funerary puppet evolved into the specialized role 
of an exorcist, the fang-xiang-shi (方向士). This exorcist officiated at the funerals of 
important people during Zhou. The fang-xiang-shi danced at the head of funeral 
processions and before the coffin was placed inside the burial mound, the exorcist 
struck the four corners of the burial chamber with his lance to chase away evil spirits 
(Bodde, 1975: 79). Several meanings for the title fang-xiang-shi have been offered, 
including medicine man, necromancer and seer of four directions (79). Werner (1928) 
conjectures that the prototype for the Zhou exorcist, who was also known as ‘the 
maniac general of the roads’, or ‘spiritual prince who clears the way’, was a military 
man charging in the vanguard of the funeral procession, wildly brandishing his 
weapons (192). 
 Eventually the fang-xiang-shi took on the official state role of the chief 
exorcist of the state exorcism Guo Nuo (国傩) or Great Exorcism, Da Nuo (大傩), a 
ceremony marked by a grand procession that was celebrated in the twelfth month of 
the year from Zhou times. The Zhouli (周礼 The Rites of Zhou, 12th century BC) 
describes the fang-xiang-shi as wearing over his head, a bearskin mask that had 
four golden eyes sewn on it. He wore black and red garments, and armed with lance 
and shield, led other ritualists through the streets exorcising evil spirits (Bodde 1975: 
78; see also de Groot, 1910: 974-80). The Kangxi dictionary distinguishes the 倛 (qi) 
masked exorcist as wearing a two-eyed mask, and the fang-xiang-shi (方向士) who 
has also been described as the “seer of four directions”, as wearing a mask with four 
eyes. This suggests that the fang-xiang-shi might have been a later development of 
the masked exorcist. 
 
The bear-skin mask of the fang-xiang-shi 
The exorcistic power of the fang-xiang-shi lay in his mask. Not only the monstrous 
appearance was calculated to dispel demons, but the bear-skin of the mask must 
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have given the wearer mystical properties for it was connected to the legend of the 
Great Yu (Da Yu 大禹, legendary founder of the Xia dynasty, 2205-1766 BC?). 
 The myth of Yu the Great tells how he saved the country from a terrible flood 
during the reign of Emperor Shun (2255-2206 BC?). In order to dispel the demons 
that were causing the flood, Yu the Great was taught by Heaven to dance a magical 
staggered step and one-legged hop following an esoteric choreography following the 
mandala pattern of the lo shu (洛书).This mystical map set out in a 3x3 magic square, 
was revealed to Yu the Great imprinted upon the back of a turtle which emerged 
from the Lo river. When Yu the Great performed this sacred dance, he 
metamorphosed into a bear which used its paws dug drainage channels to lead 
water out of the swollen rivers. Thus Yu the Great as a bear vanquished the flood 
demons so that the waters subsided and the country was saved. (Arlington, 1930: 
70n; Hsu 1985: 133n). Other myths describe Yu the Great as a bear. He had no 
mother, but was torn from the belly of his father, who had himself transformed into a 
bear. Yu the Great was said to have been able to take two forms; that of a bear and 
that of a man who shuffled about with a bear’s gait.  
 
Nuo dramas 
Naturally, the masked fang-xiang-shi of the Nuo processions, soon made 
appearances in other exorcistic rituals and dramas. One of these dance dramas was 
possibly the Dance of the Prince of Lanling which was created during Tang times. 
The idea of the masked exorcist was also adopted by the ordinary people in their 
villages. These rituals eventually developed into theatrical performances and dance 
dramas to inspire and entertain audiences. 
 Especially from Han times (汉 206 BC-AD220), which was a period of stability, 
theatre began to performed for ritual as well as entertainment purposes. However in 
the courts and the cities, rich patrons demanded more sophisticated shows, so that 
the Nuo dramas of masked performers developed into more refined and markedly 
entertaining theatres such as Beijing opera. These later theatres also used masks, 
but instead of the “dead faces” of the wooden masks of Nuo, now the masks were 
painted directly on the face so as to be a “living face”, more plastic and expressive. 
Today, Nuo is still performed as the folk art of people living largely in remote 
mountainous areas, such as Guizhou, Hunan, Yunnan, Sichuan and Anhui provinces, 
inhabited mostly by minority ethnic groups (China Culture, 2003: 1; plate 1). These 
vestiges of Nuo dramas are held as the living relics of ancient masked dances, and 
the precursor of other forms of Chinese opera including Beijing opera. 
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Plate 1: A masked performer in a Nuo performance. Photo: author 
 
 In Nuo performances, the mask is a device of sacral transmogrification. The 
masks are revered as the very gods and spirits themselves. The masks are kept in 
temples, and before a performance, the masks are paraded through the village. 
Flags are waved and drums are beaten, and the villagers set out altars with 
sacrificial foods and incense to greet the parading masks. When the parade of 
masks reaches the performance site, the actors step forward to make obeisance 
before the masks. The actors ask the gods of the masks to possess them. The 
actors by donning the masks become the gods of the dramas (xi shen 戏神) 
themselves (Yu, 1989: 17). 
 
The power of the mask 
For the reason behind the power of the mask, we must return to the masked exorcist 
and the funerary puppets of Zhou.  
 Tellingly, ancient documents designated human actors wearing masks, as 
puppets (Obraztsov, 1961: 27). The etymology of the character kui (puppet which 
was also the ancient character for masked actor), written as 傀 reveal phonetical and 
ideographical links to the word gui 鬼 which can mean spirit. The addition of the 
human radical in the character for ‘puppet’ provides clear evidence that the 
ideograph for puppet or ancient masked actor is both man and spirit, a double-
nature-being’, constituted of both human and spiritual elements.  
 
The magic of theatre lies in the staging of the image 
Theatre stages the image. In Western theatre theory, the double of theatre is a well-
remarked upon concept. The actor in the role is himself, and not himself. He is 
Laurence Olivier but he is also not Laurence Olivier but Hamlet (Schechner, 1985: 
117-150). In terms of Western semiotics, when the actor takes on his role, he is both 
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himself and a sign pointing to a referent (the character) which is other than her/him 
self (Eco, 1977: 107-117). This double nature of the actor as real person and image 
is argued as the reason why Chinese theatre is an instrument of sacral 
transmogrification. 
 The worship of images, such as statues of gods, is enshrined in the practice 
of Chinese popular religion (also known as religious Taoism). It is believed that the 
image is a potent source of transcendental power. Man releases the inherent spirit 
power of an image through the ritual of kai guang (开 光 Enlightening ceremony), 
where the image is marked with blood or red ink. From this point on, the image takes 
on a spiritual life of its own.  
 Offerings made to images add to the spiritual capital of the being upon which 
the image was modeled, and at the same time the image itself is further energized. 
Thus if the spirit tablet of a deceased person is regularly worshipped, the soul of the 
dead will be transformed by this method into an ancestral spirit. Spirits use their 
energized images as doorways to enter into the earthly realm. Prayers can call the 
spirit out of its image in order to perform the bidding of worshippers. 
 The concept of the image as a doorway is clearly illustrated in the legend of 
Nezha. (哪吒), the Third Prince. Nezha is an important character in the anonymously 
authored Ming novel, Fengshen Yanyi (封神演义 The Canonisation of the Gods), a 
fictional retelling of the defeat of the Shang dynasty by Zhou which has become a 
resource of many of the gods of religious Taoism. 
 Nezha was an unruly mortal boy, but he was destined for divinity. In a fit of 
anger, Nezha killed the son of the Dragon King. As atonement, Nezha committed 
suicide by cutting off his flesh from his bones. Nezha’s mother set up a temple to his 
worship. Later the Taoist immortal Taiyi (太一) helped Nezha re-incarnate, by 
creating an image of Nezha using lotus plants to shape a body.  Using this lotus 
plant image as a spiritual doorway, Nezha’s spirit was able to re-enter the mortal 
realm. Because of the magic of the image, Nezha achieved divine status as a boy-
spirit wielding a flame-tipped lance and riding on wind-fire wheels. 
 Thus the image might be seen as a metaphysical doorway through which 
spirits can enter into the mortal realm. For this reason images, such as photographs 
of a deceased person and statues of deities are essential props used in popular 
religion. The image reflecting quality of the mirror imbues it with special exorcising 
powers.  
 
The masked actor is a “double-nature’ being 
Chinese popular religion worships the image because the image is possessed of two 
natures; one of the real world, and another belonging to the imaginary. Thus the 
statue of a deity, say the Monkey God, is a real object (a wooden or clay figurine) but 
it is also an image since it is a representation of the Monkey God. The actor in a role 
also has a double nature; he is himself and he is an image. It is the double-nature of 
both statue and actor that allows both to be doorways for spirits to enter the mortal 
realm as illustrated in the Nezha story. Thus theatre, by staging the actor as image, 
is a ritual of sacral transmogrification. If theatre is a threshold between the two 
worlds of the real actor and the make-believe character, then the actor as image is 
the doorway between mortal and spiritual realms. 
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 Yu (1989: 17) noted as much. Writing on traditional theatre performances in 
Guizhou, Yu writes that the gods have two aspects in relation to the performance. 
First, they are religious figures worshipped and supplicated by the people. Second, 
they are “gods of the performance” (xi shen), that is spirit performers in the theatrical 
event, who rely on masked actors for them to manifest in front of an audience. These 
actors are peasants, craftsmen, and merchants in their daily lives. But when they 
take on their stage roles they experience a transformation. “This transformation is 
very different from that of normal actors, who consciously create characters for the 
audience. The masks of the gods are sacred, and normally kept in a temple. They 
are taken out only on special days, at which times they are elevated and paraded 
with flags and percussion music before the villagers, who line the road to welcome 
them and offer them sacrificial food and incense. When they have arrived at the site 
of the performance, the actors kneel and salute their masks, asking the gods of 
performance to take over their spirits temporarily. The gods of performance obtain 
control of human spirits when the actors put on the masks, and the gods in 
performance thereby become a synthesis of god and man, of sacred and human.” 
(Yu, 1989: 17) 
 
Theatre as magical boundary between two worlds 
Thus theatre can be seen as a magical threshold that conjoins two worlds. This 
presents a notion of cosmic potentiality that is realized in many traditional Asian 
theatres; for example lilavatarana is the Hindu belief that gods appear on the human 
stage embodied in actors performing roles in holy dramas (lila). The notion derives 
from the Rigvedic concept that gods communicate to the people through images 
which they can understand. Theatre allows gods to appear in the flesh in the mortal 
world before the common people. Pre-pubescent Brahmin boys, become svarups or 
temporary seats of the deities. In the ritual theatre Ramila, the young actor in the role 
of Lord Rama is the god incarnate for the period of the performance. In the Raslila, 
Lord Krishna is present in person. 
 The belief in ritual theatre demands that audiences make a leap of faith; they 
see actors who they know as family and friends, who live and work with them, 
portray gods on stage, and they believe that the gods are truly before them. This 
cognitive operation is not unlike that performed by a Western theatre audience. In 
order to enter into the enjoyment of theatre, the spectators must suspend disbelief 
and hold that the characters are real; they know that that is Laurence Olivier acting, 
but they accept that it is Hamlet who is on stage (Schechner, 1985: 117-150). In 
Chinese ritual theatres, this suspension of disbelief on the part of an audience 
becomes an article of faith by devotees of Chinese popular religion 
 
Legacy of the sacred mask in Hokkien opera 
The legacy of the sacred mask remains in other performances of Chinese opera. To 
this day, the Hokkien Chinese opera troupes of Fujian, Taiwan and Singapore, 
welcome, the God of Fortune and Promotion on stage in a pre-show ceremony. 
Every performance of Hokkien Chinese opera begins with drumming (kee kor 开 鼓
pinyin kai gu, introductory drumming) to exorcise evil spirits lurking in the 
neighborhood. Then a masked actor enters to perform an opening ritual (plate 2). To 
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the distinctive music of gongs, the actor dances a mute show which ends with him 
unfurling a banner wishing the community good fortune. There is no pretence to 
human life-likeness in the mask. It is too large or too small for the actor, and the 
complexion is a flat wash of beige or white enamel paint. ‘Sprouts’ of black hair erupt, 
like hairy moles, here and there on the otherwise smooth chin. According to folk lore, 
hairy moles are considered outpourings of good fortune. The mask of the God of 
Fortune and Promotion is painted with a fixed and up-turned smile.  
 The white masked actor is held to be Di Ren Jie (狄仁杰), a famous prime 
minister during the Tang Dynasty when it was under the rule of Empress Wu Ze Tian. 
After the death of Emperor Li Shi Ming (李世民) and his heir, Wu Ze Tian (武則天) 
took over and changed the Tang Dynasty to Zhou Dynasty (国号由唐至周). Di Ren 
Jie chose to stay on in the Imperial Court, in order to restore the Empire of the Li 
Clan. 
 
 One story goes, that Di Ren Jie performed the first ever opera show to please 
the Empress Wu. It was a mime performance full of symbolic meaning which 
appeared to praise but instead covertly denounced the rule of the Empress. In his 
performance, Di put on a white mask to hide his high position, as it was not 
appropriate for a minister to perform theatre. 
 
  
 
Plate 2: The masked actor as God of Fortune performs the opening ritual to a 
performance of Hokkien opera. Photo: Author. 
 
 When the actor has finished dancing the role of the God of Fortune, he 
removes the mask and this is when the true sacred nature of the mask is revealed. 
First, when we see the back of the mask, we learn that the actor holds it to his face 
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by biting upon a wooden baton that runs across the lower half of the mask. This 
device enables the wearing of the mask, and simultaneously functions as gag. This 
is because it is believed that the moment the actor wears the mask, he is 
transmogrified into a shen (spirit, god). Custom forbids the actor to speak even a 
word all the while his body is possessed by a god. Tang et al (1982: 61) gives a 
telling detail; that the mask that was used in the Tang dance of the Prince of Lanling, 
was also held by the dancer between his teeth. This detail links the mask of Ziyi 
directly to ancient exorcistic dances by masked performers. The mask is therefore 
not an ordinary item of costume, but an instrument of sacral transmogrification. The 
strict convention regulating the handling of the mask is the second sign that 
demonstrates that the mask is sacred. The moment the actor walks offstage, he 
must immediately remove the mask and put it away, face downwards, into a red 
cloth bag. In this way the mask is never exposed to human view except during rituals.  
 
Painted face mask 
Perhaps the mask of Ziyi may have clear ritualistic origins, but the painted face of the 
opera actor may be argued as a theatrical device, just like ordinary stage make-up. 
However the legacy of the beast-like face of exorcistic masks might well explain the 
monstrous appearance of the jing (净) painted face role.  Another link which 
suggests that the jing role has an exorcistic origin is in the high-stepping, 
ceremonious walk which is characteristic of a jing performance. This step, known as 
fang-bu (方步) or ‘magic square step’, describes a magical square and recalls the 
legend of the Great Yu, who danced hopping on one leg, following the pattern of a 
mandala in order to dispel demons that had caused a great flood in China. 
 Examining present-day Nuo masks we see some that look like princely 
characters but with fearsomely painted appearances. These masks bear close 
resemblance to the painted jing characters of Beijing opera and both recall the mask 
of the Prince of Lanling dance of Tang. Thus the painted face of Chinese opera is 
descended from a lineage of sacred dance and drama, and, as will be argued, is as 
much an instrument of sacral transmogrification as the wooden masks of the ancient 
exorcists and the modern Nuo rituals. This legacy of the sacred mask continues 
even in modern Chinese opera performed in secular theatres when it comes to roles 
of Guangong (關公 God of War) and Baogong (包公 God of Justice – see plate 5). 
 In Chinese opera, the face-paint design of the red-faced Guangong is 
believed to be imbued with transmogrifying powers. The moment an actor wears the 
costume and make-up of Guangong’s role, he becomes the god himself. For this 
reason, actors who play the role of Guangong have to ritually prepare themselves by 
eating no meat and abstaining from sexual relations for a prescribed period. And 
when fully garbed and costumed, the actor in the Guangong role does not engage in 
casual conversation.  
 The other opera role where make-up has esoteric import is that of Baogong, 
the celestial judge who presides over the courts of heaven, earth and hell. Bao is 
blessed with a divining third eye that enables him to see through mortal and spiritual 
beings. In Chinese opera, Justice Bao is portrayed with his face painted black, the 
colour code that depicts an honourable man. Bao’s divining third eye appears as a 
half-moon crescent mark on his forehead. Opera artistes are careful to paint the third 
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eye wrongly, either as a flourish of the make-up brush, or with the c-shape crescent 
pointed the wrong way round. This is a deliberate misrepresentation, for it is believed 
that if the third eye is painted correctly, the deity will descend to possess the actor.  
 
The sacred painted mask of Shen Jiang Tuan 
The painted face mask as instrument of sacral transmogrification is enshrined in the 
practice of the Shen Jiang Tuan (神将团 Spirit Generals Regiments) of Taiwan (plate 
3). These are youthful troupes who perform as military escorts of the gods at 
religious processions. Shen Jiang Tuan are marked by their elaborate costumes and 
intricately painted facemasks. Competition among troupes is intense so that the 
many professional groups vie for patronage by elaborating the theatrical appeal of 
their performances. As a result a Shen Jiang Tuan sub-culture has developed where 
the magical efficacy of the troupe is invested in their face-paint, costumes, gesture 
and choreography. It is believed that fully costumed with their face painted, the Shen 
Jiang Tuan performer is a spirit soldier from Heaven or Hades. When members of 
the troupe need to attend to mortal needs such as taking a break to eat or go to the 
toilet, they would take off their headdresses to revert back to human condition. 
 
 
 
Plate 3: A member of a Taiwanese Shen Jiang Tuan troupe. Magical efficacy is 
believed to be imbued in the painted face and costume. Photo: Author 
 
Ordinary roles but ‘extra-ordinary’ existences 
With Shen Jiang Tuan troupes it is clear that the painted face is a device of spiritual 
transmogrification, but even for actors in more ordinary roles in Chinese opera, the 
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make-up and costume imbues them with an ‘extra-ordinary’ existence that is not 
perceived by the casual observer. An anecdote illustrates this fact.  
 Rituals are performed before the start of most Chinese street opera shows. 
One of the most popular rituals for Hokkien street opera is the rite of The Heavenly 
Consort Presents a Child (天妃送子 Tianfei Songzi), where the Heavenly Consort 
(one of the Seven Fairies) in the person of a made-up and costumed actress, will 
descend from the stage, bearing her child, Hai Ji, in her arms. Hai Ji (孩儿 pinyin Hai 
Er, literally Child) is a doll dressed in red, and represents the godly essence of 
theatre en theos in wooden image. 
 The Heavenly Consort together with her maid and her husband, Dong Yong 
(董 永 Dong Yong is one of the heroes of the Twenty-four Examples of Filial Piety. 
He sold himself into slavery to obtain money to buy a coffin for his father.), an actor 
in the costume of a first imperial scholar, walk to the main altar. There the fairy 
princess hands her child, over to the temple or shrine keeper who places the deity 
upon the main altar where the child-god will sit for the duration of the show. The 
child-god watches over the day’s performance to ensure that nothing goes amiss, as 
can happen if, for example, the evil spirit of a villainous character possessed the 
actor who plays the role. Towards the close of the performance, Hai Ji is returned to 
the stage borne on a tray carried by the temple-keeper who hands over the child-god 
to his fairy mother. She carries Hai Ji to his small altar set up in the backstage area, 
where he will remain overnight till the next day’s performance (plate 4). 
 
Plate 4: The Heavenly Consort carrying her child, Hai Ji, the god of theatre. Photo: 
Author. 
 
 The theatrical rite of a maiden presenting a child to the gods at the start of 
every Chinese opera performance is probably borrowed from the notion of Guanyin 
as the Giver of Children (送子观音 Songzi Guanyin). This would have been a clever 
appropriation by itinerant opera troupes, since it is good marketing to tell sponsors 
that performances will bless members of the audience with many children.  
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 In 1979, a German television crew filmed a documentary about Chinese 
street opera in Singapore. An opera troupe was hired for the purpose. Towards the 
close of the day’s filming, the director instructed the actors to remove their stage 
make-up in front of cameras so that an ‘after-the-performance’ sequence could be 
recorded. At the end of the day, when the filming had ended, the actors requested 
temple-keepers to return to them their deity Hai Ji, which they had earlier placed on 
the temple altar to look upon and protect the troupe while they performed opera. 
However the temple-keepers refused to hand the deity over to bare-faced actors. 
They told the actors to repaint their faces and don costumes to receive Hai Ji. The 
tired actors refused to go through the arduous process of re-applying heavy stage 
make-up. An impasse resulted and a tang-ki  (童乩 pinyin tongji ‘child diviner’spirit) 
spirit medium had to be called upon to mediate (Pinsler: 30.07.1999). To the temple-
keepers, bare-faced actors without their make-up were ordinary people not worthy of 
handling a deity, only with their faces painted, did the actors transform into spirit-
beings worthy of receiving the god of opera. 
 Thus we find that it is not only the fearsome appearance of the mask that 
makes it exorcistic. The mask, made of wood or paper, or painted on the face is the 
very device of sacral transmogrification. 
 
Tang-ki spirit medium worship as ritual theatre 
Tang-ki (童乩 pinyin tongji ‘child diviner’ spirit) medium worship of the Hokkien 
people is a prime example of how ritual and entertainment come together in Chinese 
theatre. Mediums theatrically take on the roles of gods. They wear costumes and 
make-up and use props (plate 5). When entranced, they adopt gestures and 
theatrical movements borrowed from opera, and culturally appropriate to the 
possessing spirit. Devotees judge the authenticity of tang-ki possessions against a 
theatre yardstick. For example if the tang-ki of the Monkey God performs like the 
opera actor in the role, then this is proof of true possession by the god. 
 
Plate 5: A Baogong tang-ki who has his face painted in Chinese opera style. Photo: 
Author. 
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 Tang-ki worship relies on a performance contract between actor and 
spectator. Tang-kis perform for their audiences of devotees, the roles of well-loved 
gods drawn from Chinese folklore and mythology. The devotee-spectator accepts 
that the performance is a divine manifestation. Although the spectators can clearly 
see that the performer is a person (and probably one that they know as a family 
member or friend) they suspend disbelief, and believe that they are seeing a 
performance by a god incarnate. In tang-ki worship the staging of theatre is not for 
entertainment but a magical ritual that transforms a mortal into god.  
 
The spread of Chinese religion was through theatre 
Theatre has historically been the ultimate didactic tool used by the Chinese. The 
ordinary people were largely illiterate so that performance had priority over text. The 
extent to which a Chinese audience invests a theatrical performance with truth has 
no parallel in the West.  
 Theatrical performances of the stories of gods and folk heroes shaped the 
people’s ideas of the appearances and behavior of their gods. A dialectical 
relationship between theatrical images and religious beliefs developed. Performers 
used iconic gestures, props, costumes and make-up to portray gods, and in turn their 
convincing portrayals reaffirmed the religious beliefs held by their audiences. Yu 
(1989: 27), writing about Nuo dramas, notes; “Masks make the actors into gods, and 
gods into roles which can be characterized, classified, and ultimately fixed.”  In this 
way mythology became a dramatic canon for popular religion, and theatre became a 
tool for the dissemination of religion.  
 
Puppet as emblem of the transformative power of theatre 
Following the logic of the belief in the spirit power of images it is not surprising to 
learn that puppets are regarded as possessing extraordinary spirit power. The 
puppet is doubly potent, because it is firstly an image, and secondly, because it is a 
performing image. Puppets are believed to be possessed of such powerful spirit 
force that they must always be stored with their faces covered. 
 From a Western spectator’s viewpoint, the puppet might be regarded as mere 
caricature and therefore hierarchically beneath the actor, but for the Chinese the 
very emblem of the magical power of theatre is Xianggong (相公 God of Theatre), a 
marionette deity. In fact all Chinese gods of theatre are puppet figures.  
 The puppet image of Xianggong is regarded as the deity himself, god of 
marionettes, god of theatre and music. As the god of theatre, Xianggong is the most 
powerful deity of transformations. One of the most efficacious rites of exorcism (and 
so one that is not commonly performed) features a solo dance by the puppet 
Xianggong on an eight trigrams motif. The god of theatre’s demon-chasing power is 
considered so potent, that before a temple can be opened to the public for worship, 
Xianggong, in his transmogrified image of marionette must dance all around the 
premises. Xianggong has direct access to the Heavenly Emperor, and he can 
memorialise the divine ruler putting on record the names of the worthy people who 
have worked for or contributed funds to the temple.  
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 The spirit power of Hai Ji the deity of opera actors is contained in two forms; 
in a sacred image placed on altars as well as in ordinary doll props. During a 
performance, a doll prop may be used in the conventional way to simulate a baby, 
but the moment the show is over, the prop has to be handled with special care and 
stored with the face covered.  
 The sacred image of Hai Ji on the other hand is never used on stage as a 
prop. This sacred image which is featured only in rituals and is enshrined on altars is 
a puppet with articulated limbs. Hai Ji’s moveable limbs are usually hidden from 
public view because the image is always dressed in clothes. Thus it follows that if the 
spirit of a human theatre is invested in a puppet which is not performed, then the 
ontology of the deity as puppet must be spiritually rather than functionally significant.  
          
The puppet comes before the human actor 
For the Chinese, the belief in the mystical powers of the puppet originated in the 
religious practices of ancestor worship. The prototypical puppets were mortuary 
figures, artefacts shaped upon the human image, which were buried in tombs in the 
belief that the figures could animate to serve the deceased in the afterlife. In 
theological terms, it is thus believed that the puppet has the power to transcend 
forms, a fact that aptly marks the puppet as the very emblem of the tranformative 
power of theatre. For this reason, puppets are regarded as ascendant to actors, and 
Xianggong god of marionettes is also god of human theatre. In the words of Ang Kok 
Cheng, Taoist priest and puppeteer, “Xianggong taught the actors how to perform.” 
(Ang, 24.09.1999). 
 In secular studies of Chinese theatre, the puppet is also placed before the 
human actor. Sun Gaidi, author of a 1952 treatise on Chinese puppetry, suggests 
that the impetus for dramas featuring human actors came mainly from the puppet 
shows of the Song period, one thousand years ago. The hierarchical ranking of 
puppet before human theatre is evident in the simulation of puppetry evident in many 
Chinese opera conventions. Many operatic movements appear to be idioms drawn 
from marionette play. For example there is a peculiar stance that is adopted by the 
warrior in Chinese opera just as he is about to move off. The arms are held away 
from the body, bent at the elbows. The legs are positioned with one leg bent at the 
knee, to form a right angle to the floor. This rise mimics the movement of a puppet 
on a string. The opera actress in the huadan (花旦), young woman role in opera, 
affects a walk that makes her look as if she is a string puppet being carried across a 
stage. This comprises many quick toe-to-heel steps where the moving feet are 
hidden under long skirts, and the body from the hip to the head is kept still, so that 
the actress looks as though she is floating above the stage floor. A Chinese opera 
convention termed “to reverse the strings”, requires male and female characters to 
turn in different directions when they move upstage after addressing the audience 
from downstage front. The name for the convention suggests that it is derived from 
puppet theatre, where two adjacent puppets are always moved off by turning in 
opposite directions. If the puppets are moved together in the same direction, their 
strings might get entangled. 
 The Hokkien Taoists in Singapore call marionette theatre, toa hi (大戏 pinyin 
da xi) meaning ‘big show’ because string puppet theatre (not glove puppet) is 
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considered the most sacred of religious dramas. This is because marionettes are 
believed to be filled with spirit power, so that a dancing puppet is literally a dancing 
god. Thus very important festive days, such as the ten-year celebration of a cult, 
have to be marked by marionette theatre.  
 Marionette theatre is played in public and features drama drawn from popular 
legend, yet the theatre is not performed for a human audience. In fact many 
devotees dare not watch string puppet shows. A performance of string puppet is 
regarded as making exorcising magic so powerful that evil spirits flee from its sights. 
Devotees worry that panicked demons might try to take refuge in the bodies of 
human spectators. There is another belief that pregnant women should not watch 
marionette theatre. This is because the spirit of a string puppet is powerful enough to 
cross the boundary of flesh and can possess the foetus when the child will be born 
limp and floppy like a marionette. While humans regard string puppet theatre with 
fearful awe, the Heavenly Emperor only wants to see marionette theatre. 
Performances by human actors, such as Chinese opera, are not worthy enough to 
be presented to this highest divinity.  
 
Conclusion 
The historical development of Chinese opera bears out the point that masks and 
unnaturalistic make-up is indicative of the ritualistic rather than entertaining tone of a 
performance. In the 3000 year-old Nuo opera, all performers wear wooden masks. 
Nuo is primarily exorcistic ritual, in contrast with modern opera, which emphasizes 
the entertainment element. The oldest existing form of opera as entertainment is 
kunju (昆剧), which developed in Kunshan, Jiangsu province in Yuan times. Beijing 
opera is largely a product of the late eighteenth to nineteenth centuries, and derives 
from the entertainment tradition. The painted face convention was already well-
established in kunju and is used in the majority of Chinese opera theatres presently 
being performed, thus continuing the tradition of a performer in mask, albeit one that 
is drawn upon the face. Yue opera (yueju越剧) or Shaoxing opera from Zheijiang is 
considered the youngest of Chinese opera styles being a creation of the twentieth 
century. In Yue opera and in modern opera productions, for example the Beijing 
Opera Theater of Jiangsu production of the Beijing Opera "Rickshaw Boy" (which 
won a national award for the performing arts from the Chinese Ministry of Culture - 
People’s Daily, 14 Jun 2000), the make-up is naturalistic. This change is indicative of 
a move of Chinese theatre, away from ritual to secular art and entertainment. 
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